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QUESTION 1

If a token and 4-digit personal identification number (PIN) are used to access a computer system and the token
performs off-line checking for the correct PIN, what type of attack is possible? 

A. Birthday 

B. Brute force 

C. Man-in-the-middle 

D. Smurf 

Correct Answer: B 

Brute force attacks are performed with tools that cycle through many possible character, number, and symbol
combinations to guess a password. Since the token allows offline checking of PIN, the cracker can keep trying PINS
until it is cracked. 

 

QUESTION 2

Ivan is auditing a corporate website. Using Winhex, he alters a cookie as shown below. 

Before Alteration: Cookie: lang=en-us; ADMIN=no; y=1 ; time=10:30GMT ; 

After Alteration: Cookie: lang=en-us; ADMIN=yes; y=1 ; time=12:30GMT ; 

What attack is being depicted here? 

A. Cookie Stealing 

B. Session Hijacking 

C. Cross Site Scripting 

D. Parameter Manipulation 

Correct Answer: D 

Cookies are the preferred method to maintain state in the stateless HTTP protocol. They are however also used as a
convenient mechanism to store user preferences and other data including session tokens. Both persistent and non-
persistent cookies, secure or insecure can be modified by the client and sent to the server with URL requests. Therefore
any malicious user can modify cookie content to his advantage. There is a popular misconception that non-persistent
cookies cannot be modified but this is not true; tools like Winhex are freely available. SSL also only protects the cookie
in transit. 

 

QUESTION 3

ETHER: Destination address : 0000BA5EBA11 ETHER: Source address : 

00A0C9B05EBD ETHER: Frame Length : 1514 (0x05EA) ETHER: Ethernet Type : 
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0x0800 (IP) IP: Version = 4 (0x4) IP: Header Length = 20 (0x14) IP: 

Service Type = 0 (0x0) IP: Precedence = Routine IP: ...0.... = Normal Delay IP: ....0... = Normal Throughput IP: .....0.. =
Normal Reliability IP: Total Length = 1500 (0x5DC) IP: Identification = 7652 (0x1DE4) IP: Flags Summary = 2 (0x2) 

IP: .......0 = Last fragment in datagram IP: ......1. = Cannot fragment datagram IP: 

Fragment Offset = (0x0) bytes IP: Time to Live = 127 (0x7F) IP: Protocol = TCP - Transmission Control IP: Checksum =
0xC26D IP: Source Address = 10.0.0.2 IP: 

Destination Address = 10.0.1.201 TCP: Source Port = Hypertext Transfer Protocol TCP: Destination Port = 0x1A0B
TCP: Sequence Number = 97517760 (0x5D000C0) TCP: Acknowledgement Number = 78544373 (0x4AE7DF5) TCP: 

Data Offset = 20 (0x14) TCP: Reserved = 0 (0x0000) TCP: Flags = 0x10 : .A.... TCP: ..0..... = No urgent data TCP:
...1.... = Acknowledgement field significant TCP: ....0... = No Push function TCP: 

.....0.. = No Reset TCP: ......0. = No Synchronize TCP: .......0 = No Fin TCP: Window = 28793 (0x7079) TCP: Checksum
= 0x8F27 TCP: Urgent Pointer = 0 (0x0) An employee wants to defeat detection by a network-based IDS application.
He 

does not want to attack the system containing the IDS application. Which of the following strategies can be used to
defeat detection by a network-based IDS application? 

A. Create a SYN flood 

B. Create a network tunnel 

C. Create multiple false positives 

D. Create a ping flood 

Correct Answer: B 

Certain types of encryption presents challenges to network-based intrusion detection and may leave the IDS blind to
certain attacks, where a host-based IDS analyzes the data after it has been decrypted. 

 

QUESTION 4

Darren is the network administrator for Greyson and Associates, a large law firm in Houston. Darren is responsible for
all network functions as well as any digital forensics work that is needed. Darren is examining the firewall logs one
morning and notices some unusual activity. He traces the activity target to one of the firm\\'s internal file servers and
finds that many documents on that server were destroyed. After performing some calculations, Darren finds the damage
to be around $75,000 worth of lost data. Darren decides that this incident should be handled and resolved within the
same day of its discovery. 

What incident level would this situation be classified as? 

A. This situation would be classified as a mid-level incident 

B. Since there was over $50,000 worth of loss, this would be considered a high-level incident 

C. Because Darren has determined that this issue needs to be addressed in the same day it was discovered, this would
be considered a low-level incident 

D. This specific incident would be labeled as an immediate-level incident 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

John has performed a scan of the web server with NMAP but did not gather enough information to accurately identify
which operating system is running on the remote host. How could you use a web server to help in identifying the OS that
is being used? 

A. Telnet to an Open port and grab the banner 

B. Connect to the web server with an FTP client 

C. Connect to the web server with a browser and look at the web page 

D. Telnet to port 8080 on the web server and look at the default page code 

Correct Answer: A 

Most Web servers politely identify themselves and the OS to anyone who asks. 
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